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Introduction
In this work, a layered UVM based verification IP is designed
with an emphasis of making the analysis and reporting easier for
the verification of SpaceWire based designs. This implementa-
tion can also be used as the SpaceWire VIP to help further ana-
lyze the SpaceWire networks by looking into the data at different
SpaceWire layers in. The implementation is emitting transac-
tions at all SpaceWire protocol layers to the user. At the signal
layer, the VIP emits the bits that it captures by decoding the
DS-encoded Spacewire signals. The VIP itself uses these trans-
actions internally to capture the disconnect error conditions and
forwards them to the character encoder component. The charac-
ter encoder then takes the incoming bit streams and extracts the
SpaceWire characters and codes out of it. After having a com-
plete character or an error condition, then it emits these character
transactions to both upper layer, which is the packet collection
layer and also to the driver to help manage the exchange layer
tasks(link initialization, error recovery and flow control). Once
the packet collector gets the characters from the character en-
coder, then it creates SpaceWire packets out of them and emits
them to the user. As a result, user has access to all the transac-
tions from signal level, through character level and up to packet
level. Therefore user can take transactions from any of the above
mentioned layer and do reporting, analysis, coverage collection,
debugging etc. The implementation provides user also with the
predefined protocol level coverage data by using SystemVerilog
covergroup structures, which can be analyzed by the user to see
if all the corner cases of a SpaceWire communication was hit.

SpaceWire
SpaceWire is a data-handling network and uncomplicated to de-
sign or implement. It also provides high-speed (2 Mbits/s to 200
Mbits/s) full-duplex data links and bi-directional [1]. There are 6
layers in SpaceWire as Physical Layer, Signal Layer, Character
Layer, Exchange Layer, Packet Layer, and Network Layer [1].

Figure 1: SpaceWire OSI Model [3]

In Physical and Signal Layers, Low Voltage Differential Sig-
naling (LVDS) is used to execute communications such as
packet and token passing accross a SpaceWire network. Also,
Data-Strobe (DS) Encoded LVDS is used to communicate full-
duplex, serial, and bi-directional data. In other words, DS en-
coding is used in SpaceWire in order to send information over
LVDS. In Fig 2, data and strobe signals are XORed and syn-
chronous clock is generated. The data values are transmitted
directly and the strobe signal changes state whenever the data
remains constant from one data bit interval to the next [2].

Figure 2: Data Strobe [3]

In the Character Layer, characters are defined as either link or
normal characters. Normal characters pass through a SpaceWire
network at a packet layer whereas link characters do not pass. In
the Exchange Layer, state diagram of the initialization and error
recovery sequence, shown in Fig 4, is vital for this work.

Figure 3: Character Layer [3]

Figure 4: Exchange Layer State Diagram [3]

Universal Verification Methodology
UVM provides flexible and well established solution for com-
plex system design verification. Since UVM consists of reusable
components and is supported by tools of all major vendors of the
industry, it is flexible [4]. In Fig 5, UVM testbench is shown .

Figure 5: UVM Testbench [5]

Moreover, there are 4 phases in UVM as Build Phase, Con-
nect Phase, Run Phase, and Report Phase. In Build Phase, child
components, ports, and components are constructed and config-
ured. In Connect Phase, ports and exports of components are
connected. In Run Phase, main body of test is executed. In Re-
port Phase, the pass and fail status are reported.

Coverage is a metric that we use it in order to measure verifica-
tion progress and completeness. Coverage metrics tell us what
portion of the design has been activated during simulation (that
is the controllability quality of a testbench).

Implementation and Simulation Results
The implementation has been simulated with Mentor Graphics
QuestaSim 10.3 version.

Figure 6: Overall Structure

Operational Results
Fig. 7 shows the signal level activity. As soon as Data and
Strobe signals are sent within this period, they are synchronised
and clock is generated. As a result, state transition is completed
from beginning to the last state. Link initialization transaction
level activity can be seen in Fig. 8. STARTED state is returned
to the RESET state a couple of times because the length of time
since the last transition on Data or Strobe lines are sent longer
than timeout period (850 ns).

Figure 7: Clock Synchronization

Figure 8: Link Initialization

Figure 9: Started and Connect States

Fig. 9 shows the NULL and FCT character transactions in
STARTED and CONNECTING state. In Fig. 10, RUN state
is showed. After N Char is sent, it stays at the RUN state by
keeping on sending NULLs.

Figure 10: Run State

Figure 11: Credit Error

Figure 12: Credit Error

In Fig. 11, there are 9 FCTs which are sent to DUT but it causes
credit error because the credit counter(N Chars expected) shall
hold a maximum credit count of 56 due to the receive buffer ca-
pacity. Also, in Fig. 12, 9 N Chars are transmitted after a FCT
has sent which results in credit error, because for each FCT re-
ceive buffer can accommodate maximum 8 N Chars.

Fig. 13 shows coverage results. The declared covergroups can
be seen explicitly in this graphic. For example, character and
code covergroups have %100 coverage but Rx and credit errors
have no coverage because these situation never occurs in the per-
formed test. Multiple tests should be defined so as to take more
valid results.

Figure 13: Coverage
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